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Matthew 13:44–46  “The kingdom of heaven is like treasure hidden in a field, which a 
man found and covered up. Then in his joy he goes and sells all that he has and buys 
that field.  

45 “Again, the kingdom of heaven is like a merchant in search of fine pearls, 46 who, on 
finding one pearl of great value, went and sold all that he had and bought it.  

Your Kingdom Come – Treasure, Matthew 13:44-46 

As central as the Kingdom was to Jesus’s ministry, it is quite strange how many of us 
can describe the gospel of Jesus without once mentioning his most central theme. 
Because of a lack of understanding of the Kingdom we don’t understand what our 
purpose is as a church. When we don’t see what we’re looking forward too, what we’re 
seeking first, then we can’t see how we ought to arrive there. The Kingdom is deeply 
mysterious, it is both a present reality and a future expectation, and as we will see it 
can be compared to a lot of different things. As we explore Jesus’s teachings on the 
Kingdom, we will see this incredible purpose of Jesus working through his church to 
see his Kingdom come, on earth as it is in heaven. 

Like last week we are looking again at two short parables, each providing a unique 
look at the same idea. Like a diamond that you move to see the light bounce off of it’s 
different cuts, these parables provide two angles, each showing us a proper response 
to something of great value, joyful sacrifice. In the parables today we see this is the 
response to the kingdom of heaven, if we see it’s true value, we would joyfully sacrifice 
all we have in order to attain it. This demeanor of Christian sacrifice in one sense sets it 
apart completely and in another sense shows the way we respond to the kingdom of 
heaven is the same way we respond to anything else. When we understand the 
kingdom’s value, when we really discover it as it is, then our lives shift irresistibly 
towards it, and when we miss it none of our sacrifice is joyful because it is futile. Today 
we are going to look at what it means to value something, and then see an example of 
a misperception of value, and an example of a right perception of value. 

1. Normal Response to Value 
Matthew 13:44–46  “The kingdom of heaven is like treasure hidden in a 
field, which a man found and covered up. Then in his joy he goes and 
sells all that he has and buys that field.  

45 “Again, the kingdom of heaven is like a merchant in search of fine 
pearls, 46 who, on finding one pearl of great value, went and sold all that 
he had and bought it.  
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These two parables are nearly identical, in each one a person discovers 
something of great value, and then they sell all that they have to acquire it. In 
light of these similarities a few differences are apparent. The man who 
discovers the treasure in the field, unlike the man who finds the pearl, is not 
looking. The treasure rather is something that in the course of his life, he 
simply happens upon. The merchant, however, is in search of fine pearls when 
he happens upon one of incredible value. The one who is searching and the 
one who happens to find, both come to the same conclusion. It would not be 
too much to give up everything they have to acquire what they have found. 
This is what the kingdom of heaven is like, there will be those who have spent 
their whole life searching for something, and those who have not, but when 
they encounter the kingdom, irrespective of their prior disposition, they see 
that there is no cost too high to acquire it. 
 
Each individual makes the same sacrifice, that is everything, and yet we see 
that this sacrifice is made in joy because of what they realize they are gaining. 
Giving up everything is a good deal, they are gaining something better, 
something which costs them everything and allows them to still come out on 
top in the end. This is the element of Christianity that demonstrates the normal 
nature of Christian sacrifice. Christian sacrifice is not a denial of our self-
interest, but is rather a pure expression of self-interest. This may seem 
paradoxical, in that sacrifice is inherently the denial of our own self-interest but 
these parables demonstrate that, it isn’t that straight forward. Jonathan 
Edwards helps explain clearly the relationship of self-interest to sacrifice. 
 

It is not a thing contrary to Christianity that a man should love himself, or, 
which is the same thing, should love his own happiness. If Christianity 
did indeed tend to destroy a man’s love to himself, and to his own 
happiness, it would therein tend to destroy the very spirit of humanity; 
but the very announcement of the gospel, as a system of peace on earth 
and goodwill toward men (Luke 2:14), shows that it is not only not 
destructive of humanity, but in the highest degree promotive of its spirit. 
That a man should love his own happiness is as necessary to his nature 
as the faculty of the will is; and it is impossible that such a love should be 
destroyed in any other way than by destroying his being. 

 
These parables capture so well this nuanced understanding of Christian 
sacrifice. In that it can manifest in a laying down of all that one has, even a 
laying down of our own selves, and yet it is in the same way deeply in line with 
our created self-interest. The sacrifice of everything, that is demonstrated in 
each of these parables, is done in joy because each character loves his own 
happiness, and when presented with an opportunity to gain, he takes it. The 
sacrifice then on the one hand is ultimate, in that they sell all that they have, 
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and on the other hand is no sacrifice at all, because they see that they gain far 
beyond anything they have lost.  
 
So in this way the sacrifice made for the kingdom is much like any sacrifice one 
makes in a purchase of something costly, in which they see that the cost is less 
to them than what they perceive to gain by acquiring the object. But it can’t be 
the case that the kingdom of heaven is reducible to an expression of self-
interest. Some have imagined that this drive to self-interest is the fundamental 
producer of goodness in the world, but this alone is incomplete. Ayn Rand for 
example developed a philosophy known as objectivism, which she sums up as, 
 

The concept of man as a heroic being, with his own happiness as the 
moral purpose of his life, with productive achievement as his noblest 
activity, and reason as his only absolute.1 

 
This philosophy, although for the most part, not taken seriously in academia 
has been incredibly influential throughout the 20th century United States. This 
is why Steve Jobs’s death created a national mourning and the CEO is the 
pinnacle of humanity. Yet we have just as many examples of the rampant CEO 
seeking his happiness above all else, causing devastating results. Weinstein, 
Uber, Enron. Plus there is something that seems totally irreconcilable with this 
idea that man’s happiness is the moral purpose of his life, and Jesus saying 
 

Luke 9:23 And he said to all, “If anyone would come after me, let him 
deny himself and take up his cross daily and follow me. 

 
There is nothing happy about a cross and one who takes as her motivation her 
own happiness would certainly organize her life to avoid anything like a cross, 
in fact it would seem morally right to do so and morally wrong to despise your 
own happiness in the way that a cross requires. These seemingly irreconcilable 
ideals are held together by a true understanding of happiness and a true 
understanding of value. 
 
There are then two dispositions of our intrinsic self-interest, one which causes 
us to see value correctly and one which causes us to miss it. Neither deny our 
self-interest, but rather they differ in understanding what the self should be 
interested in. We are going to look at two examples of people who act out of a 
reasonable self-interest, but understand completely differently what the self 
should be interested in. One misunderstands a true value that leads to 
happiness and one correctly understands a true value that leads to happiness.  
 

                                                
1 https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/ayn-rand/ 
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2. Misperception of Value 
Matthew 19:16–19 And behold, a man came up to him, saying, 
“Teacher, what good deed must I do to have eternal life?” 17And he said 
to him, “Why do you ask me about what is good? There is only one who 
is good. If you would enter life, keep the commandments.” 18He said to 
him, “Which ones?” And Jesus said, “You shall not murder, You shall not 
commit adultery, You shall not steal, You shall not bear false witness, 
19Honor your father and mother, and, You shall love your neighbor as 
yourself.”  

In this example, Jesus is approached by a rich man who asks an important 
question, of what he must do to inherit eternal life. For our purposes he might 
have asked what he might do in order to share in the kingdom of heaven. He is 
looking to discover what the one good deed is that he could perform that 
would allow him to acquire eternal life. Jesus of course refers him to the 
commandments. What was implicit in the man’s initial question becomes 
explicit in his next question, “Which ones?” He is searching for that minimum 
requirement, what is the least he might possibly contribute in order to obtain 
eternal life.  

Jesus then begins listing out several of the ten commandments, undergirding 
them with the principle which upholds them all, to love your neighbor as 
yourself. In this very principle, likely the most famous of Jesus’s teachings, we 
see this holding together of an understanding of our own self-interest and a 
call to lay it down. It takes for granted a self-love. You desire the best for 
yourself, you wish for your own happiness, and Jesus’s commandment doesn’t 
say to lessen that but rather to apply it outside of yourself. The young man then 
responds to Jesus’s list of commandments with the worst possible answer you 
could ever give to Jesus when he asks you if you have been keeping his 
commandments.  

Matthew 19:20-22 The young man said to him, “All these I have kept. 
What do I still lack?” 21Jesus said to him, “If you would be perfect, go, 
sell what you possess and give to the poor, and you will have treasure in 
heaven; and come, follow me.” 22When the young man heard this he 
went away sorrowful, for he had great possessions.  
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At this response, Jesus provides the man with an explicit opportunity to 
respond to the kingdom in the very same way that the man who finds treasure 
and the merchant responds who finds the pearl. To give up all that he has in 
order to attain it. This command of Jesus is clearly just a reiteration of his 
earlier call to “love your neighbor as yourself.”  How has this man loved 
himself? By acquiring for himself great possessions. How then might he love 
others? By providing those in need with the wealth he has enjoyed. Unlike the 
man who finds the treasure, he doesn’t leave in joy that he might sell his 
possessions and acquire such great value, but instead he walks away sorrowful, 
unwilling to part with what he sees as valuable. He makes the wrong exchange 
because he misperceives the value. Because he misperceives the value, he 
loves himself wrongly. Again Edwards describes this tendency, 
 

A man’s love to his own happiness, may be inordinate, in placing that 
happiness in things that are confined to himself. In this case, the error is 
not so much in the degree of his love to himself as it is in the channel in 
which it flows. It is not in the degree in which he loves his own 
happiness, but in his placing his happiness where he ought not, and in 
limiting and confining his love. …in their love to their own happiness, 
place that happiness in good things that are confined or limited to 
themselves, to the exclusion of others. And this is selfishness.   

 
A misperception of the true value of the kingdom results in sacrificing nothing 
and walking away sorrowfully. Yet from the parables we see today, a correct 
perception of the kingdom results in sacrificing everything and doing so 
joyfully. Scripture provides us with a clear demonstration of what a person 
looks like who clearly perceives the kingdom. 

3. True Perception of Value 
Philippians 3:7–8 But whatever gain I had, I counted as loss for the sake 
of Christ. 8Indeed, I count everything as loss because of the surpassing 
worth of knowing Christ Jesus my Lord. For his sake I have suffered the 
loss of all things and count them as rubbish, in order that I may gain 
Christ  

 
Upon encountering Christ, Paul’s value system makes a complete inversion. All 
that he had previously seen as gain, he now viewed as loss for the sake of 
Christ. He counts what was previously gain, as loss because of the surpassing 
worth of knowing Christ Jesus as his Lord. Consider this in the lens of our 
parables, for the merchant to have kept any one of his possessions that would 
have prevented him from buying the field which hid the treasure, that 
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possession would have amounted to such an incredible loss. Paul in this 
statement is showing that he has seen and valued correctly the object of the 
kingdom. The kingdom is Christ’s rule in his life as Lord, and the benefits to be 
gained from knowing Christ as Lord far surpasses any other opportunity for 
gain in all of life. 
 
Therefore Paul’s willingness to sacrifice everything for Christ, is not a denial of 
his self-interest, not a neglect of his happiness, but is in fact pursuing his self 
interest in line with what is truly valuable. We so easily become blinded to what 
is truly valuable, so we walk away sad unwilling to part with the things that 
prevent us from realizing the value of the kingdom. The cost of following Christ 
is far greater than you are probably considering, but the value to be gained is 
far greater as well. Paul continues on in his description and if you listen 
carefully, he describes something so glorious that if we discovered it we would 
gladly give up everything to attain it. 
 

Philippians 3:9-11 and be found in him, not having a righteousness of 
my own that comes from the law, but that which comes through faith in 
Christ, the righteousness from God that depends on faith— 10that I may 
know him and the power of his resurrection, and may share his 
sufferings, becoming like him in his death, 11that by any means possible 
I may attain the resurrection from the dead. 

 
Imagine being able to know God, and know him while clothed in the very 
righteousness of his son Jesus, which he provided for you. This is to share in 
his sufferings, and therefore share in the power of his resurrection. In seeing 
the value of the kingdom to be gained, it is in your self-interest to take up your 
cross daily and follow Jesus, and to seek all of your happiness in that.  
 
Very briefly then consider, where do you currently seek your happiness? With 
your money? Then consider how could you rather seek the kingdom with your 
money, it would not be a loss to do so but rather an appropriate exchange. 
With you work? What would it mean to rather seek the Kingdom with your 
work? Would you then seek the good of your company rather than your own 
gain? With your relationships? What would it look like to seek the kingdom in 
your relationships? Would you only spend time with those who could advance 
your agenda or would you rather serve those who could be of no help to you 
but who you could help? 
 
If you see the kingdom correctly, you realize that a pursuit of Christ, is a pursuit 
of your own self-interest, and at the same time requires a laying down of your 
self-interest far beyond what you may have thought.  
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